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Introduction

Most batteries contain toxic chemicals. Some contain mercury, cadmium, lithium, 

and lead which are very dangerous. Alkaline batteries contain contain zinc and 

manganese dioxide which can be toxic together. The problem is people don’t 

throw batteries away properly. They often get put in the trash and can pollute the 

groundwater, the soil, and even the air. Can we solve this problem by using citrus 

fruits instead of batteries?



Research Question: Can citrus fruit replace battery power?

Plan

1.Connect AA and AAA  alkaline batteries to LED lights.

2. Connect limes and lemons to LED lights.  

3.Compare the brightness of the LED lights, the length of time they 

stay on, and the voltage of the fruit and the alkaline batteries.



Hypothesis

I hypothesize that the alkaline battery will work better. The first 

reason is that the alkaline battery has stronger chemicals. The 

second reason is that the alkaline battery has 1.5 volts. Since the 

alkaline battery has 1.5 volts I think I will need more citrus fruits to 

create enough voltage to power the light.



Materials

LED lights

Limes Lemons

Wires

Batteries

Digital 

multimeter

Electrical 

tape

Foil

Copper & zinc 

electrodes



Preparation for Experiment 

First I cut some bulbs off of a light strand, then I stripped the 

insulator. After that I tested and labeled the + and - wires, by 

connecting the wires to batteries both ways on the + and -

outputs on the batteries

I marked the wires with black and red marker, the positive is 

red and the negative is black.

Next I needed to test how many lemons, limes, AAA batteries, 

and AA batteries are needed to power one LED bulb. 



Battery Test

Testing the batteries

I connected one battery to an LED, but it did not light the LED.

I made a battery pack for 2 AA batteries out of aluminum foil and electrical tape. I used the 

aluminum foil to connect the batteries together. After that I made a battery pack for 2 AAA 

batteries. Then I connected the batteries to an LED, and the LED lit up bright for both sets of 

batteries.



Citrus Test

To test the citrus fruit I put the copper and zinc electrodes in to the fruit, and connected 

some wires from the electrodes to the LED light.

I tested 1 fruit, the light did not turn on. I tested 2 fruits, the light did not turn on. 

Next I connected 3 lemons to one LED and 3 limes to another LED. The lemons did not 

power the LED, but the limes lit it just a little. I decided that I would not continue to use the 

lemons for this experiment. 



Testing

Since I had problems with lighting the LED bulb with lemons, I decided to just use 

limes and batteries. With 3 limes the light was dim, but the battery light lit up 

bright.  I added 3 more limes, the lime light got a little brighter.



Duration tests

At first the lime light was on a low brightness. At first the AA and AAA lights were very bright 

and did not change much. Here are some of my observations

DAY 1 DAY 20

The reason why I did not include data from days 9-19 was 

because nothing really changed on those days.  And at that point I 

was really testing how long the limes would last. The limes worked 

for 20 days.

8



Voltage testing

We decided to test so that we could track 

the voltage.  A multimeter is a tool used 

for measuring voltage.  Electricity is 

measured with volts and watts.

Voltage test results:

0.7

0.9
0.8

1.5 1.5



Voltage Experiment 

It takes two batteries to power one LED light.  Two batteries have three volts of electricity.

I decided to compare a group of fruit with similar voltage to the batteries

Four lemons connected together made 3.2 volts of electricity.

Four limes connected together made 3.3 volts of electricity.

But I waited an hour before connecting the bulbs, I tested them again and the voltage was lower: limes 
2.9 volts lemons 2.2 volts

After 30 minutes the lemon light was off and at 2.0 volts. The lime light still had 2.7 volts and was 
working.

I waited another 30 minutes and tested again, the lemons were 1.8 volts and the limes were 2.2 volts.

45 minutes later the lime light was out at 2.0 volts.



Observations and Problems

I had problems with lighting the LED bulb with lemons, I decided to just use limes 

and batteries. After a while the limes rotted.

I had to use a clip to help connect the batteries because the tape was not working 

well to keep the foil in place.

After both LED lights went out the voltage increased for a little while.



Conclusion
In conclusion batteries are more reliable. Lemons and limes don’t last that 

long. Lemons and limes rot zinc electrodes, because acid eats the metal. 

Lemons and limes take up a lot of space and don’t produce that much 

voltage. Batteries can be recycled and even made into fertilizer. I think people 

should take old batteries to battery recycling places so they can be disposed 

of safely and not pollute the environment.



Science Fair Notebook - Observations

12-28-21 Day 1
1pm
The AA light and AAA light are the same. The Lime light is dim.

1:30 pm
The light is a little dimmer.  The AA light is the ame as at 1:00.

2:30 pm
The lime light is dimmer.  The AAA light is dimmer than the AA light.

3:00 pm
The lime light is dimmer.

3:30 pm
The lime light is very dim

4:30 pm
The lime light is dimmer

5:30 pm
The lime light is dimmer

7:30 pm
The lime light is dimmer

10:50 pm
Lime light still on

11:00 pm
The lime light  is still on

12-29-21
7:25 am



All lights still lit - no change

8:30 AM
The lime light is still on

10:30 AM
The lime light is a little dimmer

4:00 pm
The lime light is a bit dimmer

8:30 pm
Batteries are still brighter than lime light.

9:30 pm
Same

12-30-2021

7:00 AM
Lights still on.

11:45 am
Lime light very dim.  AA brightest.

4:00 PM
Same

12-31-21

11:00 AM
Lime light is dimmer.

2:30 pm
Had to clamp AAA



8:40 PM
All lights still on

1-1-22

10:47 AM
Same

11:30 PM
Same

1-2-22

9:00 AM
Batteries a little dimmer

1-3-22

8:00 AM
Same

1-9-22

12:00 PM
Lime light barely on

1-5-22
No Change

1-6-22 to 1-7-22
Same

(Experiment 2 started, stopped watching daily)



1-8-22 to 1-13-22
Same
Fruit rotting
Lime light almost out

1-16-22
Morning: lime light on
Noon: Lime light off
Fruit very rotten
Battery lights dimmer

Testing Voltage

1-9-22
12:30PM test
Lemon 0.9 V
Lime 0.8V
Blood Orange 0.7V
AA 1.5 V
AAA 1.5 V
Lime Juice 0.8V
Orange Juice 0.8V
Other project after 13 days 2.4 volts from 6 limes

1:30PM
4 lemons 3.2V
4 limes 3.3V

2:30PM
Waited 1 hour to connect lights
4 lemons 2.2V
4 limes 2.9V

3:00PM



4 lemons 2V - light off
4 limes 2.7V - light still working
Added one more lemon and lime:
5 limes 3.7V
5 lemons 2.8V
Removed to continue voltage tests

3:30PM
4 lemons 1.8V
4 limes 2.2V

4:13PM
Limes: 2.0V (light out)
Lemons: 1.7V

5:40PM
Limes 2.4V
Lemons 1.7V

7:45PM
Limes 2.2V
Lemons 1.8V

10:20PM
Limes 1.9V
Lemons 1.8V

1-10-22
Limes 1.9V
Lemons 1.9V

1-12-22
Limes 1.9V
Lemons 2.1V



1-14-2022
Lemons 2.0V
Limes 1.8V


